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Abstract. This paper explores factors associated with effective exter-
nal representation (ER) use. We describe an information-processing ap-
proach to the assessment of ER knowledge. We also present findings
from a study that examined the effects of users’ background knowledge
of ERs upon performance and their preferences for particular informa-
tion display forms across a range of database query types that differed
in their representational specificity. A representationally specific task is
one which can only be performed effectively with one type of represen-
tation (or a narrow range of representations). On highly representation-
ally specific tasks, optimal ER selection is crucial. Both ER selection
performance and reasoning performance are, in turn, predicted by an
individual’s prior knowledge of ERs. On representationally nonspecific
tasks, participants performed well with any of several different ER types
regardless of their level of prior ER knowledge. It is argued that ER ef-
fectiveness crucially depends upon a three-way interaction between user
characteristics (e.g. prior knowledge), the cognitive properties of an ER,
and task characteristics.

1 Introduction

This paper presents an investigation of the interactions between a user, certain
types of database query tasks and external representations (ER). It explores
factors that are associated with effective ER use.

Within mathematical problem solving Polya [1] describes processes that are
involved in solving particular problems: problem comprehension and interpreta-
tion; formulating of a plan to find a solution; using the devised plan to find a
solution to the problem; and examining the plan according to its effectiveness.
In analytical reasoning with ERs, Cox [2] developed a five stage approach, which
loosely follows the stages described by [1]. The components that have been iden-
tified in reasoning with ERs are: 1) reading and comprehending the reasoning
task; 2) selecting an ER; 3) constructing an ER; 4) using the ER to read off
solutions and 5) responding to the task (answering).

However, individuals differ in their familiarity with particular forms of ER,
as well as in their cognitive style. This paper extends earlier work (e.g. [3]) by
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examining the relationships between subjects’ background knowledge of ERs and
their ability to select appropriate information displays in the course of responding
to various types of database query tasks that differ, inter alia, in terms of their
representational specificity1. In the study, a prototype automatic information
visualization engine (AIVE) was used to present a series of questions about the
information in a database. In earlier work [3], we investigated the representation
selection and reasoning behaviour of participants who were offered a choice of
information-equivalent data displays (e.g. tables, bar charts) across a range of
database query tasks. Some of the tasks required the identification of unique
entities, whereas others required the detection of clusters of similar entities, and
others involved the qualitative comparison of values. This paper focusses on the
effect of users’ background knowledge of ERs upon information display selection
in tasks that differed widely in terms of representational specificity.

2 Experimental Study

2.1 Hypotheses

The hypotheses were that different degrees of representation specificity of vari-
ous tasks would influence participants’ performance with respect to a) selecting
an appropriate ER, b) the correctness of their response on the database query
task and c) the time to answer the database query (latency). It was predicted
that participants with high ER knowledge would select more appropriate repre-
sentations on highly representation specific tasks, compared to participants with
lower ER knowledge. Specifically, it was predicted that the gap in reasoning per-
formance and time to answer the query between participants with high and low
ER knowledge would be wider on more representationally specific tasks.

Performance was predicted to differ in terms of answer accuracy and latency,
where participants with high ER knowledge (in contrast to low ER knowledge)
would spend less time answering the question and would have a higher task
response accuracy on high representation specific tasks, due to better knowl-
edge of an ERs’ applicability conditions [4] (where the applicability conditions
specify which type of diagram best fits the structure of a particular problem).
In contrast, the gap in reasoning performance and latencies between high and
low ER knowledge participants was predicted to be narrower (even absent) on
low representationally specific tasks, i.e. those tasks on which a wide range of
different types of ERs can be used with equal effectiveness.

2.2 Participants

Twenty participants were recruited: 5 software engineers, 1 graphic designer,
1 html programmer, 2 IT business/project managers, 7 postgraduate students,
and 4 research officers/fellows (6 female/14 male). Twelve out of the twenty
participants had a strong maths, physics or computer science background. Five
had a psychology background and three participants had an arts background.
1 Representationally specific tasks are those for which only a few, specialised, repre-

sentational forms are useful.
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2.3 Procedure

In order to assess participants’ background knowledge of ERs, 4 pre-experimental
cognitive tasks were administered over the computer online. This was followed by
the AIVE database query problem solving session. The pre-experiment session
took between 90-115 minutes to complete. 30-40 minutes were spent on the AIVE
tasks.

ER Knowledge Tasks. The ER knowledge pre-tests were devised by Cox [5]
and consist of a series of online cognitive tasks designed to assess ER knowl-
edge at the perceptual, semantic and output levels of the cognitive system. A
large corpus of ERs was used as stimuli. The corpus contained 112 ERs includ-
ing maps, set diagrams, text, lists, tables, graphs & charts, trees, node & arc,
plans, notations & symbols, pictures, illustrations, scientific diagrams and icons.
Figure 1 shows 12 examples from the 112 ER corpus.

The ER knowledge test consists of the following 4 different types of cognitive
tasks, as described in [5]:

– decision task, which consists of a visual recognition task requiring real/fake
decisions2.

– categorisation task that assessed semantic knowledge of ERs - participants
categorised each representation as ‘graph or chart’, or ‘icon/logo’, ‘map’, etc.

– functional knowledge task, here participants were asked ‘What is this ER’s
function’?. An example of one of the (12) response options for functional
knowledge items was ‘Shows patterns and/or relationships of data at a point
in time’.

– naming task, for each ER, participants chose a name from a list. For exam-
ple, ‘Euler’s circle diagram’, ‘timetable’, ‘scatterplot’, ‘Gantt chart’, ‘entity
relation (ER) diagram’, etc.

The four tasks were designed to assess ER knowledge representation using an
approach informed by picture and object recognition and naming research as
described by [6]. The cognitive levels ranged from the perceptual level (real/fake
decision task) through to ‘deeper’ cognitive tasks involving language production
(ER naming) and semantics (functional knowledge of ERs).

AIVE Database Query Task. Following the ER knowledge pre-test, par-
ticipants performed the AIVE database query tasks. Participants were asked to
make judgements and comparisons between cars and car features based on infor-
mation in a database. The database contained information about different cars
including manufacturer, model, purchase price, average cost per month, CO2
emission, engine size, horsepower, fuel consumption, insurance group, number of
doors and safety features, such as the inclusion of driver, passenger or side airbag.
Each participant responded to 30 database questions.The question types were
based on the low level visual task taxonomy from [7]. In comparison to the ear-
lier study, a new and different type of task set was used within this experiment.
2 Some items in the corpus are invented or chimeric ERs.
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Fig. 1. 12 Examples from the 112 ER corpus

The database questions were of the following 6 types: compare (5 questions),
correlate (5), distribution (5), identify (5), locate (5) and quantifier-set (5).
Table 1 shows an example query for each different type of task. Participants
were informed that to help them answer the questions, the system (AIVE) would
supply the appropriate data from the database and instantiate their chosen
representation with it. AIVE also offered participants a choice of representa-
tions. They could choose between various types of ERs. The set of representa-
tional options provided from AIVE included bar chart, pie chart, scatter plot,
sector graph, set diagram, and table. Figure 2 shows an example of AIVE’s
representation selection interface. All representations were offered by the system
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Table 1. Example queries for the different task types used in this AIVE experiment

Task type Query example
compare neg. If you wanted to buy a car with a horsepower over 70 hp which cars

would you ignore?
correlate Which two cars are most similar with respect to their CO2 emission

and cost per month
distribution Which of the following statements is true? A: Insurance group and

engine size increase together. B: Insurance group increases and engine
size decreases. C: Neither A nor B

identify Which car costs 12700 pounds?
locate Where would you place a Fiat Panda with an engine size of 1200 cc

inside the display?
quantifier set Is it true that some cars which have an average cost over £350 per

month have a fuel consumption of below 7.5 l/km?

for any query at all times. Some previous research (e.g. [8,9,10,11] and [12]) has
implied that particular ‘optimal’ ERs for tasks can be identified. However, in this
study, all of the different types of database query tasks could be answered with
any of the representations offered by the system with the exception of set dia-
grams, which could only be used on tasks involving quantifiers (some, all). If the
set diagram representation was chosen on a non-quantifier task, an error message
was displayed and participants were asked to choose another representation.

The task sequence was as follows. AIVE first displayed the database query ques-
tion and offered the representation selection buttons as described above. The spa-
tial layout of the buttons was randomized across the 30 query tasks in order to
prevent participants from developing a response ‘set’. After the participant made
their representation choice, AIVE generated and displayed the representationwith

Fig. 2. Example of AIVE’s representation selection interface
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Fig. 3. Example of AIVE’s information display interface with plot representation for
two-term questions

Fig. 4. Example of AIVE’s information display interface with bar chart representations
for two-term questions
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the data required for answering the question. Participants then answered the ques-
tion using the chosen visualization. The representations that were offered by AIVE
were information equivalent3, but not computationally equivalent, in terms of [13].
The database query task questions differed in terms of the number of attribute val-
ues they included: some were one-term questions; others two-term. For example,
a typical one-term question was the identify task ‘Which car has a CO2 emission
of 147 g/km?’. Here, only one attribute value, CO2 was involved. A typical two-
term questions was e.g. the correlate task ‘Which two cars are most similar with
respect to their fuel consumption and engine size?’, which included two attribute
values, fuel consumption and engine size. While some representations that AIVE
created were able to represent two-term questions (such as the scatter plot), oth-
ers were only able to represent one-term questions, including bar chart, pie chart
and sector graph. If the user chose a representation that could handle one-term
questions only for a two-term task, then AIVE displayed two representations next
to each other, each depicting one attribute value. Figure 3 shows an example of a
two-term question using a scatter-plot. In comparison, Figure 4 shows an example
of AIVE’s information display interface if a bar chart was selected for a two-term
question.Participants were not permitted to change the representation following
their initial selection. Following a completed response, participants were pre-
sented with the next task and the sequence was repeated. AIVE recorded users’
representation choices, the time to read a question and select a representation,
participants’ responses to the questions, time to answer the question using the
chosen representation, and the randomized position of each representation icon
from trial to trial.

3 Results

3.1 ER Knowledge Task

For each participant 4 scores were derived for each of the 4 different ER knowl-
edge tasks. The scores were assigned according to participants’ accuracy on the
decision, categorisation, naming and functional knowledge tasks. Table 2 shows
the mean percent correct responses across participants for each ER knowledge
task plus standard deviation (SD).Participants performed best on the decision
task with 77.20% correct responses, which was followed by the ER categorisation
task with 70.55%. Most errors were made on the naming and functional knowl-
edge task with only 53.15% and 62.75% correct responses. Correlations between
the cognitive tasks showed that decision and functional knowledge tasks were sig-
nificantly and positively correlated (r=.55, p<.001). The categorisation task was
significantly and positively correlatedwith the decision task (r=.28, p<.001) a well
as the functional knowledge task (r=.67, p<.001) and also showeda significant pos-
itive correlation with the naming task (r=.60, p<.001). The naming task and the
functional knowledge task were significantly and positively correlated too (r=.74,

3 Except for set diagrams in the case of tasks that were non-quantifier tasks, as described
earlier.
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Table 2. Means and standard deviations for the cognitive ER knowledge tasks

ER knowledge task mean % correct SD
decision 77.20 13.61
categorisation 70.55 7.52
naming 53.15 8.66
functional knowledge 62.75 8.38

p<.001). The tasks that correlated significantly with all the other tasks were func-
tional knowledge and categorisation tasks. The highest correlation was between
the naming and functional knowledge tasks (r=.74, p<.001), which were also those
that showed the lowest response accuracy rates (53.15% and 62.75% correct data-
base query task responses, respectively).

AIVE Database Query Task. Table 3 shows the mean performance of all
participants in percentage for display selection accuracy (based on an ‘optimal’
ER match4) and database query accuracy with standard deviation and the mean
latency (sec) for the time to select a representation (display selection latency) and
the time spent in answering the task (database query latency). To recapitulate,
each of 20 participants performed 30 AIVE tasks (600 data points in total). The
simple bivariate correlations, which included Bonferroni correction [14], across all
AIVE tasks for display selection accuracy, database query answering accuracy,
display selection latency and database query answering latency, were as follows:

– Display selection accuracy was correlated significantly and positively with
database query answering accuracy (r=.30 , p<.001)

– Display selection accuracy was significantly and negatively correlated with
display selection latency (r=-.17, p<.001)

– Display selection accuracy and database query answering latency were sig-
nificantly and negatively correlated (r=-.32, p<.001)

– There was a significant and negative correlation between database query
answering accuracy and database query answering latency (r=-.28, p<.001)

– Display selection latency and database query answering latency were signif-
icantly and positively correlated (r=.30, p<.001)

Across all AIVE task types, the results show that good display-type selection
leads to better query answering performance. The selection latency results in-
dicate that rapid selection of a display representation is associated with good
display-type choices. Less time spent responding to the database query question
is associated with a good display-type choice and correct query response. Ad-
ditionally, less time spent on selecting a representation is associated with fast
query responding.

Figure 5 shows the frequency with which the representations were chosen by
participants by task type for correct response (in %). The results show that the
4 For example, the ‘optimal’ ER for comparison tasks was the bar chart, scatter plot

for correlate/distribution tasks, table for identify and locate tasks, and set diagram
for quantifier set tasks.
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Table 3. Participants’ overall performance on AIVE’s database query tasks (display
selection accuracy and database query accuracy mean in %; display selection latency
and database query answering latency mean in sec)

mean % SD
display selection accuracy 55.65 20.20
database query answering accuracy 82.80 11.13
display selection latency 12.65 10.37
database query answering latency 23.20 19.15

most used representations were tables, scatter plots and bar charts, which were
also, over all tasks, the most effective ones. However, looking at the different
types of tasks, it can be seen that the most popular representations, such as
tables, were not necessarily effective on e.g. correlate or distribution tasks. The
set diagram could only be chosen on quantifier set tasks and when it was se-
lected it had a very high response accuracy (m=.93; SD=.26). The most difficult
task type was the correlate task (m=.62; SD=.34 for correct response) followed
by the distribution task (m=.77; SD=.42 for correct response). Correlate and
distribution tasks were more representation specific than others. Here only one
representation could be used effectively (scatter plot) in order to complete the
task. This can be contrasted with the compare (m=.97; SD=.17 for correct re-
sponse) and locate (m=.94; SD=.24 for correct response) tasks, where a range
of representations were used effectively to answer the task.

Relationship between ER Knowledge and AIVE Performance. Correla-
tions (with Bonferroni correction [14]) between the cognitive ER knowledge and
AIVE tasks revealed a significant and positive correlation between ER functional
knowledge and database query accuracy (r=.66, p<.001), and display selection
accuracy was correlated significantly and positively with database query accu-
racy (r=.30, p<.001). The results indicate that high ER functional knowledge is
associated with good query performance. Noticeably, task performance on the
functional knowledge task is a better predictor of database query performance
than display selection accuracy.

The examination of bivariate correlation matrices can be fraught, as the nu-
merous partial inter-correlations, suppressor effects can make interpretation by
visual inspection rather difficult. So to further pursue the relationship between
ER knowledge and AIVE task variables, two stepwise multiple linear regression
(MLR) analyses were also performed, using the 4 ER knowledge tasks as predic-
tor variables. Stepwise methods in regression analysis provide a useful tool for
exploratory research in new areas [15], where the focus is upon initially descrip-
tive model-building. Display selection accuracy was the dependent variable in the
first analysis and database query answer accuracy was the dependent variable in
the second analysis. For both variables, the inclusion of more than one predictor
variable did not significantly improve the MLR models. For display selection ac-
curacy the significant predictor was ER categorisation knowledge (r=.57, p<.01).
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Fig. 5. Frequency with which each type of representation was used for each type of
database query task type in % (all participants’ data, n=20)

For database query answer accuracy the predictor was functional ER knowledge
(r=.66, p<.01).

It can be seen that conceptual (classificatory) knowledge of ERs predicts success
at appropriate information display selection on the AIVE tasks but deeper seman-
tic (functional) knowledge of ERs is associated with success at using the selected
ER i.e. reading-off information and using it to respond correctly to the database
query. However, it should be borne in mind that the correlations between display
selection and database query answer accuracy reported above are computed across
all AIVE task types - these differ extensively in terms of their representational
specificity. Two contrasting task types were selected below to elucidate this issue.
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Comparing a High Representation Specific AIVE Task and a Less
Representation Specific AIVE Task. To recapitulate, the AIVE tasks dif-
fered in terms of their representation specificity. Here, two extreme cases, the
AIVE distribution task (highly representation specific) with the AIVE locate
task (much less representation specific) were compared.

The AIVE Distribution Task - High ER Specificity. As shown in
Figure 5 the most appropriate representation was the scatter plot. If it was se-
lected it was effectively used in 87% of cases (SD=.34). The correlations between
ER knowledge and AIVE’s distribution tasks were:

– ER classification was correlated significantly and positively with display se-
lection accuracy (ER classification r=.71,p<.001)

– Display selection accuracy and database query accuracy were significantly
and positively correlated (r=.44 , p<.001)

– Display selection latency and database query answering latency were signif-
icantly and positively correlated (r=.41, p<.001)

The results show that performance on one ER knowledge task - ER classification
knowledge - predicts good display selection performance. Moderate, but statisti-
cally significant, correlations were found between two particular subset of ERs.
Classificatory knowledge of set diagrams was significantly andpositively correlated
with display selection accuracy (r=.58, p<.01), as well as functional knowledge of
graphs and charts (r=.60, p<.01). The ER knowledge task variables were entered
as predictor variables into two MLR stepwise regression analyses, one with display
selection accuracyas the dependent variable and the other with database query an-
swer accuracy as the dependent variable. Again, single predictor models resulted
from the procedure - display selection accuracy was strongly predicted by ER clas-
sification knowledge (r=.71, p<.001) and database query answer accuracywas also
significantly predicted by ER classification knowledge (r=.47, p<.05).

The results show that good display-type selection is associated with high query
response accuracy. Longer display selection latency is associated with longer time
spent responding to the database query question. Hence, there does not seem to
a be a speed/accuracy trade-off in display selection - participants either know
which ER to choose and continue with the task, or they do not.

The AIVE Locate Task - Low ER Specificity. Figure 5 shows that 4
different data displays are effective for the locate task. Overall, participants
answered queries with a high degree of accuracy (m=.94; SD=.24). However,
participants chose the ‘right’ representation (table or matrix) in only 51% of
cases. A range of other AIVE display forms were also effective (bar and pie
charts, and scatterplots).

Database query answer accuracy and display selection performance were not
significantly correlated. This would be expected on a task in which accurate
responding to database queries can be achieved by using any one of 4 different
information displays. ER knowledge and database query answer accuracy were
not significantly correlated. This implies that less ‘graphical literacy’ on the
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part of participants is required for this task compared to the distribution task,
for example. Stepwise regression analyses were performed but no ER knowledge
task predictors reached significance for inclusion in the models for either display
selection performance or database query answer accuracy.

4 Discussion

Participants with high ER knowledge demonstrate more appropriate representa-
tion selection behaviour compared to low ER knowledge participants. The pre-
diction that the representational specificity of the task would affect participants’
performance was supported on the whole. The results show that participants’
reasoning performance was lowest on correlate and distribution tasks, where it
was crucial to select an appropriate representation (scatter plot). In contrast,
on low representationally specific tasks, such as compare and locate, reasoning
performance was very high. Here, more than one representation could be used
effectively (e.g. bar chart, table, pie chart and scatter plot).

The prediction that participants with high ER knowledge would show supe-
rior reasoning performance in high representation specific tasks, in comparison
to participants with low ER knowledge, was supported by the results too. The
high representation specific distribution task showed clearly that good display-
type selection will lead to high query answering performance. ER classification
knowledge (especially of set diagrams) predicts good display selection perfor-
mance. Database query answer accuracy was also significantly predicted by ER
classification knowledge. In contrast, the low representation specific locate task
showed no significant correlation between display selection accuracy and data-
base query performance, as would be expected on a task in which accurate
responding to database queries can be achieved by using any one of 4 different
information displays. ER knowledge and database query answer accuracy were
not significantly correlated which implies that less ‘graphical literacy’ on the
part of participants is required for this task compared to e.g. the distribution
task.

The selection latency results showed that speedy selection of a display type
in AIVE is associated with a good display-type choice. This implies that users
either recognise the ‘right’ representation and proceed with the task or they
procrastinate and hesitate because of uncertainty about which display form to
choose. If, as suggested by [4] (p.201), representational knowledge (and applica-
bility condition knowledge) ‘might be to some extent implicit’ then representa-
tion selection decisions would be expected to be automatic and fast. Less time
spent responding to the database query question was associated with a good
display-type choice and correct query response.

Task performance on the cognitive functional ER knowledge task was a better
predictor of database query performance than display selection accuracy. This
suggests that for predicting query response accuracy, it is as useful to know a
participant’s functional ER background knowledge as it is to know what type of
information display he or she prefers.
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As Cox describes in [2], selecting an appropriate representation depends upon
the interpretation and comprehension of the problem solving task and matching
the characteristics of the problem to an appropriate ER. Problem interpreta-
tion and devising a plan for solving the problem depends upon familiarity with
the task. For example, a person who is not familiar with set theory might not
identify quantifiers such as for all as keywords in a quantifier reasoning prob-
lem. Additionally, matching a representation to the characteristics of the task
depends upon a person’s ER repertoire as well as on their cognitive style, and
knowledge of applicability conditions [4].

Previous studies ([8,9,10,11] and [12]) have tended to imply that ‘optimal’ ERs
for tasks can be identified. For example [9] proposed ‘cognitive fit’ theory, which
argues that if certain characteristics of a) the ER, b) the task and c) the underlying
cognitive processes fit together then this will lead to quick and accurate problem
solving.Our results suggest that caveats to [9] are needed - a task’s representational
specificitymust also be considered.Thedegree towhich a problem is representation
specific might be determined by characteristics such as its degree of determinacy
(extent to which it is possible to build a single model of the information given in the
problem). As described in [16] a task can be characterized by (1) the existence of
multiple ways or paths to solve a particular problem, (2) the presence of multiple
desired solution outcomes, (3) the existence of conflicting interdependence among
solution paths to multiple outcomes and (4) the presence of uncertain links among
the solutionpaths and solutionoutcomes.Applying these task characteristics to the
findings of the experimental study, it appears that multiple solution paths might
be used effectively within low representation specific tasks, whereas in the case of
highly representationally specific tasks only one solution path leads to a solution.

5 Conclusion

An individual might be more or less familiar with certain types of tasks and might
apply different problem-solving plans to find a solution for a particular problem.
Based on how the problem is comprehended and interpreted, individuals differ in
terms of the ERs they match to problems. Selecting an appropriate ER depends
upon an individual’s representational repertoire i.e. the range of ERs with which
he or she is familiar.

Tasks differ quitewidely in terms of their representational specificity.The extent
to which a problem is representation specific is determined, at least in part, by
level of determinacy (the extent to which it is possible to build a single model of
the information in the problem). In highly representationally specific tasks only a
few specialised representational forms are effective, whereas in low representations
specific tasks more than one representation can be applied successfully.

This study highlighted the differences in reasoning performance between par-
ticipants with high or low ER knowledge. Participants with high ER knowledge
outperformed participants with low ER knowledge on high ER representation
specific tasks, where it was crucial to select an appropriate representation - one
which matches the cognitive demands of the task. In contrast, no difference in
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reasoning performance were found between the two groups on tasks that had
low representational specificity.

Hence, the effectiveness of anERdepends upona 3-way interactionbetweenuser
characteristics (e.g. prior knowledge), the cognitive properties of an ER, and task
characteristics (e.g. representational specificity). For example, the effectiveness of
Euler’s circles for solving set problems involving quantifiers might vary according
to an individual’s prior knowledge of such tasks aswell as his or her representational
repertoire. In futureworkweplan to investigatehowan individuals prior knowledge
of tasks interacts with his or her prior knowledge of external representations.
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